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Executive Summary

The TEMPEST computer code has been used to address many waste retrieval operational

and safety questions regarding waste mobilization, mixing, and gas retention. Because the amount

of sludge retrieved from the tank is directly related to the sludge yield strength and the shear stress

acting upon it, it is important to incorporate the sludge yield strength into our simulations of

erosion-resisting tank waste retrieval operations. This report describes current efforts to modify

the TEMPEST code to simulate pump jet mixing of erosion-resisting tank wastes and the models

used to test for erosion of waste sludge with yield strength. Test results for solid deposition and

diluent/slurry jet injection into sludge layers in simplified tank conditions show that the modified

TEMPEST code has a basic ability to simulate both the mobility and immobility of the sludges with

yield strength. Further testing, modification, calibration, and verification of the sludge

mobilization/immobilization model are planned using erosion data as they apply to waste tank

sludges.
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1.0 Introduction

Computational modeling has been used to address many tank waste retrieval operational
and safety questions. These model applications include simulations of waste mobilization, mixing,
gas retention, and chemical reactions. As a part of these modeling efforts, the TEMPEST code has
been applied to Tanks 241-SY-101, SY-102, AZ-101, C-106 and AY-102 at the Hanford Site in
Washington State, as well as tanks at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee and Idaho
National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory in Idaho (Terrones and Eyler 1993; Meyer
1994; Whyatt et al. 1996; Onishi et al. 1996a; Onishi and Recknagle 1997).

A planned approach for retrieving wastes in double-shell underground storage tanks at the
Hanford Site is to use one or two mixer pumps to blend the sludge and supernatant/diluent to a
nearly uniformly mixed slurry (see Figure 1.1). The resulting waste will then be pumped out from
the tank.

Figure 1.1. Sludge Pump Jet Mixing



As shown in Figure 1.2 (Powell et al. 1997), the amount of sludge retrieved from the tank
bottom may be linearly proportional to the shear stress acting on the sludge once it overcomes the
yield strength of the sludge. It is thus important to model jet-induced flow shear stresses and
sludge yield strength (critical shear stress) to simulate retrieval of erosion-resisting tank sludges.

This report describes current efforts on

• TEMPEST modifications needed to simulate mobilization and settling/demobilization of
. erosion-resisting tank sludges

• Testing the modified code's ability to predict sludge erosion, mobilization,
immobilization, and/or remobilization caused by jet-induced flows.

Section 2 of this report describes the TEMPEST code formulation and modeling capa-
bilities. The calculational procedure is discussed in Section 3, while the model testing results are
reported in Section 4. The summary and conclusions are presented in Section 5, with cited
references listed in Section 6.
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2.0 TEMPEST Description

TEMPEST is a time-dependent, three-dimensional, finite volume, computational fluid
dynamic code with reactive chemistry (Trent and Eyler 1994; Onishi et al. 1996b). It simulates
flow, mass and energy transport, equilibrium and kinetic chemical reactions, and changes in fluid
properties/rheology resulting from chemical and hydrodynamic processes. Thus TEMPEST
explicitly accounts for the interactions of aqueous chemical reactions, dissolution/precipitation,
adsorption/desorption, gaseous chemical reactions, and the associated rheology changes to
simulate advective motion of physical and chemical species, solid settling/resuspension, and gas
retention relevant to Hanford waste tanks.

2.1 Fluid Dynamics

The fluid dynamic portion of TEMPEST simulates flow, turbulence, and heat/mass
transport and can accommodate Newtonian and non-Newtonian power-law fluids. Transport of
multiple liquid, gas bubble, and solid species can be modeled. The thermal energy solution
accommodates fully coupled heat transfer in liquids, gases, and solids.

TEMPEST uses the integral form of the fundamental conservation laws applied in the finite
volume formulation. The governing conservation equations solved by TEMPEST are given below
using tensor notation:

• Conservation of mass (continuity)

j - J pdV+ JpUsdAs = 0 (2.1)
cv cs

Conservation of momentum (Newton's second law)

~ JpUrdV + J (PUrUs+jJdAs = V Fr (2.2)
cv cs

Conservation of energy (first law of thermodynamics)

JpedV+ J(pUsh+jqs)dAs = Sq (2.3)
at

cv cs

Conservation of turbulent kinetic energy, k

- f jpkdV + J (p Usk+jks)dAs = Sk (2.4)
cv cs
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Conservation of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation

I TJP£dV+ J(pUie+j.i)dA, = St (2.5)
cv cs

• Conservation of mass constituents, Q

- ^ JpQdV + J (p (Us+ll) Ci+JciS)dAs = SCi (2.6)
cv • cs

where
As = area in the coordinate direction s
Q = mass concentration (partial density) of constituent i
cs, cv = control surface and volume, respectively
e = internal energy
F r = force component in the coordinate direction r
gr = gravitational component in the coordinate direction r
h = enthalpy
j x s = diffusive flux for conserved quantity x in the s coordinate direction (|i and q as

x are momentum and heat)
k = turbulent kinetic energy
r = tensor coordinate index, r = 1,2, 3
s = tensor summation index (used as a free index), s = 1,2,3
S c = source term for mass constituent!
S k = source term for turbulent kinetic energy
S^ = source term for momentum
S = source term for thermal energy
S e = source term for dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
U r = velocity component in the coordinate direction r
Ui = slip velocity of constituent i
t = time
V = volume
X r = r* space coordinate
e = turbulent kinetic energy dissipation
p = density.

The flux terms j x s used in above equations are gradient functions of the conservative
quantity, x. In general, the transport coefficient (e.g., diffusivity or conductivity) for each of these
relationships is a tensor quantity that reflects the anisotropic behavior of the transport media. For
conservation of momentum,

(2.7)
r

where \i is viscosity.
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For mass diffusion (Fick's law), the flux, j C i S , is defined as

h =

where D, is the diffusion coefficient for the constituent i. For turbulent flow, Dj is set to the same
value for all constituents.

The slip velocity of solid particle i is (Richardson and Zaki 1954; Jansen et al. 1979)

Ui = w0 (2.9)

Uj = w = w o ( l - C v R ) « (2.10)

where
Cv R = ratio of total solid volume fraction to the packing factor,
w = hindered settling velocity
w0 = particle fall velocity without solid concentration effects
a = constant.

2.2 Chemistry

The chemical reaction portion of the TEMPEST code simulates equilibrium and kinetic
chemical reactions, solid dissolution/precipitation, and adsorption/desorption for aqueous, solid
and gaseous species.

2.2.1 Equilibrium Chemical Reactions

TEMPEST'S equilibrium chemistry routines calculate fast chemical reactions of systems
composed of aqueous, pure solid, solid-solution, adsorbed, and gas phases. This capability was
achieved by imbedding the equilibrium chemistry code, GMIN (Felmy 1995), in the original
computational fluid dynamic TEMPEST code (Onishi et al. 1996b).

The mathematical algorithm for the equilibrium chemistry is based on a constrained
minimization of the Gibbs free energy (Snoeyink and Jenkins 1980; Harvie et al. 1987). This
approach is more numerically stable (reliably converges to a free energy minimum) than the mass-
action approach used in other common chemical equilibrium codes (Felmy 1990). The free-
energy minimization in the model is mathematically formulated as (Harvie et al. 1987; Felmy 1995)

us

Minimize G = £ u^n, (2-11)

subject to the following constraints:
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• mass-balance

ns

_£ajinj=bi fori=l,mc (2.12)
j=i

• charge-balance

nas

E ZjHj = 0 (2.13)

• n ^ O for all chemical species j (2.14)

Symbols are defined as follows:

ajj = number of moles of component i in chemical species j
bj = total number of moles of chemical element i
G = Gibbs free energy
me = number of linearly independent mass-balance constraints
ns = total number of chemical species
nas = number of aqueous species
nj = number of moles of chemical species j
Zj = charge of chemical species j in electrolyte solution phase s
(ij = chemical potential of chemical species j .

The model uses separate chemical potential equations for aqueous-phase, pure solid-phase, solid-
solution, adsorbed-phase, and gas-phase chemical species (Felmy 1995).

In the aqueous phase modeling, the excess solution free energy is modeled by using the
following Pitzer equations:

lnYi = lnTfH+EBijmj+EECijkmjmk+--- (2.15)
j j k

where
B y = phenomenological expression for each ion interaction depending on ionic

strength
Cy = phenomenological expression for each ion interaction, not depending on

ionic strength
mj , mj = molecular mobility of chemical species i and j , respectively

Yi = activity coefficient of chemical species i
7 i D H = modified Debly-Huckel activity coefficient.

Since the Pitzer equations are valid for high ionic strengths (Harvie et al. 1987), the TEMPEST
formulation is applicable to the Hanford tank waste chemical conditions.
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The TEMPEST code can also calculate the activity coefficient by using the following
Davies empirical formulation, which was primarily derived from observations of the mean activity
coefficients of 1:1 electrolytes (Felmy 1995):

To.5

toy, = -Ayln(l(>)ZI
a{-j-j^5j-O.3I} (2.16)

where
A = the Debly-Huckel term
I = ionic strength
Zj = charge of chemical species i

The activity coefficients for non-ideal, solid-solution phases are calculated using parameters
of a polynomial expansion in mole fractions of the excess free energy of mixing. The free energy
of adsorbed phase species is described by the triple-layer, site-binding adsorption model (Felmy
1990).

2.2.2 Kinetic Chemical Reactions

Slow-reacting precipitation/dissolution and redox reactions are handled by the kinetic
chemistry model. For the kinetic reactions, the rate law, R, expresses the concentration change of
solid i with time:

The TEMPEST code expresses the above rate law in the following form as described in Aagaard
and Helgeson (1982), Steefel and van Cappellen (1990), and Steefel and Lasaga (1994):

K s • i Qi n i 1

R; = {signof(log-Q i)}{kn+ ki2(solidssurfacearea)}l l - { - ^ - J M ' (2.18)

where
[CSi] = molality of solid i
Kj = equilibrium constant
kii, ki2* = reaction rates of solid i, kn being independent of the solid surface area and

kj2 depending on the amount of solid surface area
lj, nj = positive constants usually determined empirically
Qi = activity product.

The above kinetic expression can be used for both elementary and non-elementary reaction
cases. For simplicity, TEMPEST assigns lj = 1, and ni = 1, assuming that reactions are first order
(Steefel and Lasaga 1994). Note that assignment of li = nj = 1 automatically provides the proper
{sign of (log Kj/Qi)} from the term {1-Qj/Ki} in Equation (2.18).
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Because solid surface area per unit weight of water is proportional to the amount of solids
per unit weight of water, the code assumes that

solid surface area= bsi[C J (2.19)

where bSi = constant. Thus the rate law (Equation 2.18) becomes

= (k.i + k i 2 [C s i ]}{ l - | i -} (2.20)

where kj2 = bSjki2'.

The corresponding rate law for associated aqueous species, Wj, then becomes

CJHl-^} (2.21)

d [ C ]
R . = a .—7 s- (2.22)

WJ > dt

where

aj = moles of species in one mole of solid i
[CWJ] = molality of aqueous chemical species j .

In general, these equations are coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations, because Kj and Q,
are functions of all chemical concentrations relevant to precipitation/dissolution of solid i.

Values of Ki and Qi are calculated by the equilibrium chemical modeling portion of the
TEMPEST code. These values change with time and space during the simulation period. If the
TEMPEST time steps are small (e.g., milliseconds), Ki and Qj may be assumed constant over one
time step or a limited number of these time steps. Under this assumption, Equation (2.20)
becomes a set of decoupled ordinary differential equations with known values of Kj and Qj for
each of the precipitation/dissolution reactions and can be solved numerically or analytically.

For non-zero kj2 values, an analytical solution of Equation (2.20) is

{kn + k i 2 C s O i ] exp{ - ( l - ^ - )k i 2 t } -k n }

Csi = r '• (2.23)
Ki2

where CSOJ is the initial concentration of solid i.

When kj2 equals zero, the analytical solution of Equation (2.20) becomes
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C s i = - k n { l ~ ^ - } t + C s O i . (2.24)

TEMPEST uses Equations (2.22), (2.23), and (2.24) to simulate the kinetic chemical
reactions. In addition, the Hamming numerical method is used by TEMPEST when kinetic
reaction equations are expressed by coupled linear ordinary differential equations.

2.3 Physical Properties and Rheology

Formulations and correlations for physical properties and rheology or tank wastes have
been developed and incorporated into TEMPEST (Mahoney and Trent 1995). They include the
properties of density, viscosity, shear stress, sludge strength, thermal conductivity, specific heat,
gas bubble, and solid particle drag for supernatant liquid and slurries (Trent and Eyler 1994).

The physical property models in TEMPEST have two basic templates: 1) supernatant
physical properties and rheology dependent on concentrations of aqueous chemical species and
solution temperature and 2) properties of the slurry depending on solution properties and solid
concentration. For example, the TEMPEST code calculates the supernatant density by (Onishi et
al. 1995): '

p , = a o +a 1 C+a 2 C 2 +a 3 C 3 +-^-+a 5 Cr+a 6 T 2 (2.25)

where
a^ = coefficients obtained by data correlation
C = total concentration of all solutes in weight percent of the total solution
T = solution temperature (K)
pi = supernatant density (kg/m3).

Specific values of ak are shown in Table 2.1 (Mahoney and Trent 1995). TEMPEST has also
built-in, direct look-up tables for values of some common fluids that are a function of temperature
and, in some cases, chemical concentrations (e.g., salt water as a function of temperature and
salinity). TEMPEST can also accept the solution density as a known input value. The slurry
(mixture of solution and solids) density is determined by

pm = ( l - C v s ) P l + C v s P s (2.26)

where
Cvs = total solid volume fraction
p m = density of slurry
p s = average density of total solids.
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Table 2.1. Density Correlation (kg/m3) for Multicomponent Tank Waste
Supernatant Used in TEMPEST

1245.8

a i

9.824

a 2

0

a3

-1.0606

a4

0

a5

0

a 6

6.812xlO-4

Liquid-solid-gas slurry densities are computed by

pm = a-c v s -c v g )p 1+c v s P s

where Cv g = gas volume fraction.

(2.27)

TEMPEST accommodates various viscosity models of Newtonian and non-Newtonian
fluids. Their general form is

= f - y « (2.28)

where
f, g = functions and values defined in Table 2.2
(leff = viscosity
y = strain rate.

Similar to the liquid density discussed above, the fluid viscosity may be taken from a
library of pure fluids or may be initialized by the model user as a function of temperature and
aqueous chemical species concentration (Mahoney and Trent 1995).

TEMPEST calculates shear stress for Newtonian fluids as

= H d f - Y (2.29)

In TEMPEST, the sludge viscosity and yield strength are treated separately. The sludge
viscosity is used in the viscous terms of the Navier-Stokes equations, whereas the yield strength,
Fyj, is treated as a term that resists the shear and normal stresses of a fluid flow. Calculation of the
yield strength and the procedure for simulating non-Newtonian flow with yield stress is described
in Section 3.

2.4 Modeling Sequence
The above equations were incorporated into TEMPEST to account for interactions of

chemical reactions, associated rheology changes, and tank waste movements. The chemical model
can be called at every simulation time step or at prescribed time-step intervals. The TEMPEST
modeling sequence within a time step is
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Table 2.2. Viscosity Forms for Newtonian and Non-Newtonian Huids in the TEMPEST Code
(Trent and Eyler 1994; Trent and Mahoney 1995)

f

ji{l-Kki)Pk2>

iKki)p

K

Kd+Ck^Pk^

K(kj)P

K{l+(k1)P + (k2)P+(k3)P}

1

g

0

0

0

m

m

m

0

md+Ck^-P + Ck^-P}-!

Description

Newtonian without solid
concentration dependence

Newtonian with solid
concentration dependence:
power shape

Newtonian with solid
concentration dependence:
exponential shape

Power law:
Ostwald-DeWaele model

Power law:
Ostwald-DeWaele model
power shape

Power law:
Ostwald-DeWaele model
exponential shape

Cubic power shape

Power law with solid
concentration dependence:
double exponential form

Note that ji, is molecular viscosity, while k j , k^, k3, K, and m are constant values.

1) simulate flow and transport

If the chemistry routines are called (otherwise Steps 2 through 4 are skipped)

2) calculate fast chemical reactions with the equilibrium chemical submodel

3) calculate slow kinetic chemical reactions within the time step with the kinetic chemical
submodel

4) recalculate fast chemical reactions with the equilibrium chemical submodel to reflect
the changes produced by the slow kinetic chemical reactions obtained in Step 3

5) calculate physical properties and rheology.

Repeat this procedure at each time step until the simulation time requested by the user is reached.
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3.0 Code Modifications for Erosion of Immobile Material

This section provides an overview of the approach taken in the TEMPEST code for
modeling immobile sludge layers and how the effects of fluid shear stresses are used to compute
sludge layer erosion. TEMPEST solves the appropriate physical balance equations using a finite
volume approach, and thus physical quantities computed are volume averages for each finite
volume. On the other hand, erosion caused by flow shear is a surface phenomenon that can be
depicted as an interface between the flowing fluid and the eroding immobile sludge material. The
interface might be simulated as a moving front because the interface is continually moving with
time at a rate dependent upon the properties of the immobile material and magnitude of the local
fluid shear stress.

Simulating a moving erosion front is computationally very difficult, and each simulation
would require a great amount of computer time. Theoretically, the solutions should be accurate as
long as the sludge material properties can be accurately characterized. However, the material
properties of the sludge are not well understood, and it does not appear reasonable to heavily invest
in a sophisticated erosion model that would require large amounts of computer time with only
marginally improved accuracy.

For these reasons, we have chosen a more appropriate approach which is to develop
erosion criteria based on the finite volume approach used in TEMPEST. These criteria are based
generally on the cell volume's mechanical strength (yield strength) and the cell interfacial fluid
shear forces. Once the erosion criteria have been met for a particular computational cell,
deterioration (reduction) of material strength and viscosity begins, and the cell is eroded over a
relatively short period of time.

Approaches

The momentum equation (Equation 2.2) simulated by TEMPEST is given in a Cartesian
tensor form as

+ J_/puu ) = -*L + pg + J-
+ ax (p *') ax + pg- ax

s r

(3.1)

Viscous Forces Flow Drag Force.

where the tensor index r defines the coordinate direction (r = 1,2,3), and s is a summation index.

There are two terms in this equation that might be used in TEMPEST to approximate sludge
immobility and erosion:

1. sludge viscous forces
2. flow drag forces.

Various attempts have been made to develop immobilization criteria using the viscous force
term (the first approach) in the equations of motion (Equation 3.1), without success. Generally,
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over the long term the sludge pile will collapse regardless of the initial mechanical strength. Thus
using viscous effects to model sludge immobilization and erosion has been abandoned in favor of
using the flow drag term (the second approach) as given in Equation (3.1). The TEMPEST
approach is basically as follows:

1. Compute the rate of strain tensor, %. , and the second invariant, II.

The second invariant of the strain rate tensor is computed as

n = Vt2 (3-2)
where

The rate of strain, YJJ, is defined by

ax7+ax7

2. Compute volume fractions for particulate solid materials, Cv }, and the relative total volume
fraction, C V R, where i = 1,2, 3... number of solid constituents:

£cvi

CvR = "F • 0 < C v R < l (3.5)

where Cv max = m e solid volume packing factor, which is the maximum total solid volume fraction
(in the absence of gas).

3. Compute the sludge material mechanical strength according to Ellwood et al. (1990):

where
x0 = zero-strain yield strength of the sludge (fully packed and static)
n = moisture content exponential shape factor
m = strain rate exponential shape factor.

In this expression, a small increase in the moisture content and/or strain decreases the sludge
mechanical strength.
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4. Once the yield strength, Fy j , has been computed, the following check is made:

• If the fluid shear stress at the interface of a fluid cell and an immobile cell exceeds
the sludge mechanical strength calculated by Equation (3.6), the immobile cell is
treated as an ordinary computational cell and begins to erode by strain and
increasing moisture content.

• If the fluid shear stress at the interface of a fluid cell and an immobile cell is less
than the sludge mechanical strength, the flow drag term, Fr(Ur), in Equation (3.1)
is set to a "large" number, and velocity changes computed for the sludge are set to
zero.

This approach has been found to be effective in several test cases that have been run to date
(see Section 4). The model has several sludge parameters and shape factors that are not well
known. It is expected that modifications consistent with erosion data will define these parameters
better and improve the reliability of the model's predictions.
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4.0 Model Testing on Solids Accumulation and Erosion

The newly developed sludge erosion/immobilization model has been implemented in the
TEMPEST code and tested for a number of simplified three-dimensional tank conditions. These
tests were performed with and without sludge yield strength and under a variety of other sludge
and flow conditions.

These model tests show that sludges without yield strength were eventually entirely eroded
by jet-induced flows. In sludges/slurries with yield strength, however, some solids remained
immobile. To demonstrate the newly developed modeling capability, the following three model
test results are presented:

1 . Solid Deposition and Accumulation in a Tank
Test Purpose: to demonstrate that the model will allow heavy particles to accumulate in
a "pile" on the tank floor and that the resulting sludge pile develops mechanical strength
(yield strength) as it compacts from hindered solid settling.

2 . Diluent Jet Injection into Tank Sludge
Test Purpose: to demonstrate that the model will compute fluid stress-induced erosion
of a sludge layer; also, to show that the sludge, with its mechanical strength, will
remain immobile when the normal and shear stresses induced by the fluid flow are less
than the mechanical strength of the sludge.

3 . Sludge Pump Jet Mixing
Test Purpose: to demonstrate that the model will compute sludge erosion and
immobilization while contents of the tank are being mixed with a sludge pump.

In these cases, it was assumed that tanks were cube-shaped and that the sludge/slurry
contained only one solid size fraction. These assumptions were made to simplify the test
simulations and to expedite the model development and testing.

4.1 Test Case 1: Solid Deposition and Accumulation in a Tank

This test case simulated slurry being slowly injected into a 19 x 19 x 19-ft tank (see Fig-
ure 4.1). Supernatant liquid with a density of 91 lbm/ft3 (1,460 kg/m3 ) and a viscosity of

0.016 lbm/ft-sec (24 cP) was assumed to fill the tank. The slurry injection nozzle is located at the
tank lateral center at the elevation of the supernatant surface. A withdrawal pump with a 1-ft-
square opening is located at the opposite end of the tank (19 ft away from the injection nozzle); it
removes supernate at the same volumetric rate as the slurry is injected. Figure 4.1 shows the
slurry injection nozzle (top left) and the liquid withdrawal located on right side of the tank at the
surface of the supernatant liquid.
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The slurry is injected at a very slow velocity of 0.25 ft/sec (0.076 m/s). The solids density
was assigned to be 136 lbm/ft3 (2,180 kg/m3). The injected slurry contains 35 lbm/ft3 (560 kg/m3)
of the solids with a large unhindered settling velocity of 1.0 ft/sec (0.305 m/s) in supernate. The
TEMPEST code calculated the solid's hindered settling velocity under high solid concentrations
(e.g., within the sludge pile being developed with Equation 2.10. In this study, the value of a in
this equation was selected to be 4.65, which is appropriate for the Stokes Law range of particle
settling (Richardson and Zaki 1954). As the simulation continued, the sludge pile compacted and
gained mechanical strength. The sludge pile's computed mechanical strength varies with solid
volume fraction and would reach the full mechanical strength of 10,000 Pa (1.5 psi) when it achiev-
es a maximum solid packing of 46 vol%. The mechanical strength of the sludge is calculated by
Equation 3.6.

For this test, slurry was injected for the first 16.7 minutes. With the slow injection rate of
heavy particles, TEMPEST predicted that the particles would almost immediately fall toward the
tank bottom and pile up there, as shown in Figure 4.2 (at 16.7 minutes of slurry injection). At that
time, TEMPEST predicted that the solids volume fraction had reached a maximum value of 41.6
vol%.

After 16.7 minutes, the slurry injection was terminated. There is a substantial density
difference between the sludge mound and the surrounding supernatant. This density difference
results in a force that will spread the sludge pile laterally—unless the sludge pile has sufficient
resisting mechanical strength (yield strength). At 1 hour and 23 simulation minutes (65 minutes
after the termination of the slurry injection), TEMPEST predicts that the accumulated sludge pile
remains motionless with a maximum solid volume fraction slightly increasing from 41.6 to 43.4
vol%. This density increase (Figure 4.3) is caused by hindered particle settling within the sludge
layers (albeit very slowly due to the significant slow-down of the settling within these very high
solid concentration layers). Figure 4.3 also shows very small residual flow velocity of less than
0.04 ft/sec (1.2 cm/s). This slow-moving tank flow is too slow to erode the settled sludge.

The predicted, sludge accumulations are shown in Figures 4.4 through 4.6 at the tank
bottom and at elevations of 1 ft and 2 ft above the bottom, respectively. The maximum solid frac-
tion within the pile at the tank bottom is 43.4 vol%; at 1 ft it is 42.6 vol% and at 2ft from tank
bottom, 29.5 vol%. The sludge accumulated on the tank bottom has a cone shape spreading in a
semicircle with its center approximately 3 ft from the tank wall (injection point). These model test
results demonstrate that the TEMPEST code is able to simulate the bottom accumulation of sludge
and the development of the sludge pile's mechanical strength.
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Figure 4.2. Predicted Flow (ft/sec) and Sludge Accumulation (shown in solid volume fraction)
along the Tank Center at 16.7 Simulation Minutes
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Plot at time « 1.389 hours
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4.2 Test Case 2: Diluent Jet Injection into Tank Sludge

This test case simulated a liquid diluent being injected into and a supernatant liquid being
withdrawn from a 19-ft-long x 20-ft wide x 22-ft-high rectangular tank. The diluent and super-
natant density of 91 lbm/ft3 (1,460 kg/m3 ) and viscosity of 0.016 lbm/ft-sec (24 cP) are the same
as those assumed for Test Case 1.

This tank contains a layer of sludge 15-ft-long, 20-ft-wide and 8-ft-high with a 42 vol%
solids content. Supernatant liquid fills the rest of the tank. Solid density is assumed to be
136 lbm/ft3 (2,180 kg/m3), and the unhindered particle settling velocity was assigned to be
0.01 ft/sec (0.003 m/s). As in Test Case 1, the computed solids settling velocity in the tank
changes with the solid concentration because-of the solid's hindering effect (see Equation 4.1).

The 4 x 4-in. rectangular injection nozzle is located 4 ft above the tank bottom along the
tank lateral center. The diluent jet velocity at the nozzle exit was assigned to be 60 ft/sec (18.3 m/s)
for this case. A withdrawal pump with its 4-in.-wide x 2.5-ft-high opening is located 13 ft above
the injection nozzle (17 ft above the tank bottom and 5 ft below the supernatant surface) to remove
the tank supernatant liquid at the same rate as the diluent is injected. When the flow shear stress
acting on the sludge becomes greater than the sludge's yield strength, the sludge will be eroded, as
discussed in Section 3. The sludge yield strength is calculated by Equation 3.6, assuming that the
sludge's zero-strain yield strength is 1.5 psi (10,000 Pa) at 46 vol%.

In the beginning of the test, the 60-ft/sec diluent jet impinges on the sludge bank immedi-
ately in front of the injection nozzle, as shown in Figure 4.7. Immediately after the initiation of the
jet injection, the diluent is burrowing into the once immobile layer and diluting the original sludge,
as shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 (at one simulation second). Figure 4.8 shows the predicted
vertical distributions of flow and the solid volume fraction along the tank centerline, while Figure
4.9 illustrates their horizontal distribution 4 ft above the tank bottom (the jet injection height). A
three-dimensional representation (of a half tank cut along the jet centerline plane) at this simulation
time is shown in Figure 4.10, clearly indicating the jet penetrating into the sludge layer.

As the jet penetrates and erodes the sludge, the buoyant jet flow spreads upward around the
end of the penetration area. This upward moving flow dilutes the sludge above the jet in this area,
as shown in Figure 4.11 (at two simulation seconds). This causes the sludge above the jet to
collapse and produces very rapid mixing with the diluent and supernatant, as clearly shown in
Figure 4.12 (at 20 simulation seconds). A comparison of predicted results at 15 simulation
minutes and one simulation hour (Figure 4.13) shows only minor differences in the jet flow and
sludge patterns. Thus, by 15 simulation minutes, the sludge that could be eroded was mostly
eroded away. Figure 4.13 illustrates the extent that sludge will be mobilized by the 60-ft/sec jet
injection for the conditions assumed. Test Case 2 demonstrated TEMPEST'S ability to simulate
both the mobility and the immobility of an erosion-resisting sludge layer.
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Figure 4.7. Diluent Injection and Supernate Withdrawal in a 19-ft-Long x 20-ft-Wide x 22-ft-High
Rectangular Tank with Erosion-Resisting Sludge



Plot at time = 1.000 seconds
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Figure 4.8. Predicted Jet Penetration into the Sludge (vertical distributions of flow velocity in ft/sec
and solid volume fraction) along the Tank Center at 1 Simulation Second
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Figure 4.10. Three-Dimensional Distributions of Predicted Velocity (ft/sec) and Sludge Erosion Pattern
(shown in solid volume fraction) at 1 Simulation Second



Figure 4.11. Three-Dimensional Distributions of Predicted Velocity (ft/sec) and Sludge Erosion Pattern
(shown in solid volume fraction) at 2 Simulation Seconds



Figure 4.12. Three-Dimensional Distributions of Predicted Velocity (ft/sec) and Sludge Erosion Pattern
(in solid volume fraction) at 20 Simulation Seconds



Figure 4.13. Three-Dimensional Distributions of Predicted Velocity (ft/sec) and Sludge Erosion Patterns
(in solid volume fraction) at 1 Simulation Hour



4.3 Test Case 3: Sludge Pump Jet Mixing

The third test case presented is the simulated sludge pump jet mixing. In this case, the
sludge pump withdraws the material near the bottom of the 19-ft long x 20-ft wide x 22-ft high
rectangular tank and injects it back into the tank. A 4 x 4-in. rectangular pump injection nozzle is
located 4 ft above the tank bottom along the tank lateral centerline. The pump withdrawal inlet is
located 3 ft above the bottom, as shown in Figure 4.14. The pump injection velocity is 60 ft/sec.

The tank contains a sludge layer 15-ft-long, 20-ft-wide and 8-ft high composed of two
solid volume fractions, as shown in Figure 4.14. One type of sludge surrounds the pump and has
22 vol% of solids, perhaps representing some dilution by a liquid injection before the start of the
pump jet mixing operation. The rest of the sludge contains 42 vol% solids. The solids density
was again assumed to be 136 lbm/ft3 (2,180 kg/m3). The sludge yield strength was internally
calculated by Equation 2.29, assuming the zero-strain yield strength, % to be 1.5 psi (10,000 Pa)
for 46 vol% solids. The unhindered settling velocity of the solid particles was assigned to be
0.01 ft/sec (0.003 m/s), and hindered settling velocity was internally computed by TEMPEST, as
in Test Case 2. The tank supernatant liquid, which fills the remainder of the tank, has a density of
91 lbm/ft3 (1,460 kg/m3) and a viscosity of 0.016 lbm/ft-sec (24 cP), the same as in the previous
two cases.

The 60-ft/sec slurry jet quickly burrows into both the 22- and 42-vol% sludges in front of
the injection nozzle, as shown in Figure 4.15 (at one simulation second). However, as shown in
Figure 4.16 (at one simulation second), the lateral extent of sludge erosion is rather limited. As the
pump withdraws the slurry and injects it back into the sludge, the jet penetrates deeper into the
sludge bank and dilutes the sludge above the jet extensively, as shown in Figure 4.17 (at five simu-
lation seconds). By one simulation minute, a large portion of the original sludge in front of the
pump injection nozzle has been mobilized by the recirculating slurry jet (see Figure 4.18). How-
ever, its lateral spread is still rather limited because the sludge resists being mobilized by the
weaker jet-induced shear stress at the periphery of the jet, as shown in Figure 4.19 (one simulation
minute). The horizontal sludge erosion pattern shows a small asymmetry; we are examining this
aspect.

As indicated in Figures 4.20 (5 simulation minutes) and 4.21 (15 simulation minutes), after
5 and 15 minutes of pump operation the additional sludge erosion is mostly confined to small areas
of the upper and sides of the jet, rather than the center. Thus these model results clearly reveal that
some portion of the sludge is not expected to be eroded away even with longer pump operation.
The lateral erosion of the sludge at 15 simulation minutes also supports this conclusion that some
portions of the tank sludge will remain immobilized in this hypothetical pump jet operation. This
indicates the benefit of using rotating jets to achieve much larger lateral sludge erosion. Test Case
3 thus demonstrates that TEMPEST is capable of simulating the erosion and immobilization of
sludge for the pump jet operating conditions assumed.
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Figure 4.14. Pump Jet Mixing in a 19-ft-Long x 20-ft-Wide x 22-ft-High Rectangular Tank
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Figure 4.15. Predicted Jet Penetration into the Sludge (vertical distributions of flow velocity in
ft/sec and solid volume fraction) along the Tank Center at 1 Simulation Second
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Figure 4.18. Predicted Jet Penetration into the Sludge (vertical distributions of flow velocity in
ft/sec and solid volume fraction) along the Tank Center at 1 Simulation Minute
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Figure 4.19. Predicted Velocity (ft/sec) and Horizontal Sludge Erosion Pattern (shown in solid volume
fraction) 4 ft above the Tank Bottom (pump jet injection height) at 1 Simulation Minute
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Figure 4.20. Predicted Jet Penetration into the Sludge (vertical distributions of flow velocity in
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Figure 4.21. Predicted Velocity (ft/sec) and Sludge Erosion Pattern (shown in solid
volume fraction) along the Tank Center at 15 Simulation Minutes
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5.0 Summary and Conclusions

Because the amount of sludge retrieved from the tank bottom is directly related to the yield
strength of the sludge and shear stress acting on it, we modified the TEMPEST code to implement
a new calculational procedure to simulate the effect of sludge yield strength on tank waste mobiliza-
tion. The modified code was applied to simplified three-dimensional test cases for slurry depo-
sition and diluent/slurry injection into the sludge layers.

The slurry deposition model test produced localized solid accumulation on the tank bottom
that gained yield strength with aging. The test demonstrated that the TEMPEST model can
simulate localized settled sludge pile-up and subsequent immobilization.

The test case of the 60-ft/sec diluent injection into the sludge indicated that, by 15 simula-
tion minutes to one hour, the sludge that could be eroded was mostly eroded away, but some
sludge would remain immobilized under the condition tested. The pump jet mixing test case also
shows similar results. Since TEMPEST predicted that sludges without yield strength were
eventually all mobilized by tank jet flows, the partial erosion predicted by the model is due to the
erosion resisting yield strength of the sludge.

The three model tests presented show that our first cut at a sludge erosion model with yield
strength is predicting mobilization of erosion-resisting sludge. Thus the TEMPEST code has the
basic ability to simulate both mobility and immobility of the sludge with yield strength. We are
planning for further testing, modification, calibration, and verification of the sludge mobilization/
immobilization model with erosion data applicable to waste tank sludges.
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